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ABSTRACT

In the mid-1990s, restorative justice practices became known to a number of criminal and juvenile justice practitioners and justice
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reform advocates. While the excitement about “conferencing” models from New Zealand and Australia brought international attention to restorative justice, long-standing and “new” North American practices—including Victim-Offender Mediation (“VOM”), Peacemaking Circles (“Circles”), and other models—gained both popularity and expanded application. This Article addresses Neighborhood Accountability Boards (“NABs”), one such popular restorative decision-making model. Although criticized by some restorative justice advocates, we argue that NABs may fill a niche as a neighborhood level “community building” response to lower or mid-range crimes that is capable of serving a larger and more diverse population of offenders, victims, and their families than other restorative models. Based on an underlying theory of pro-social connection through reliance on “weak ties,” we argue that NABs may provide broader instrumental social support for offenders and victims from community members and families. Moreover, by offering local social, community, and family support, NABs may help ameliorate the conditions that foster crime and conflict management at the neighborhood level.

INTRODUCTION

Although Victim-Offender Mediation (“VOM”) became a sound and very popular option in some parts of the United States by the 1980s, it was not until national experiments with Family Group Conferencing (“FGC”) in Australia and New Zealand that restorative justice gained almost worldwide attention. In addition, John Braithwaite’s concomitant development of reintegrative shaming theory was consistent with the goals of most of these restorative practices, bringing international academic interest to restorative justice.1 In the United States, NABs also took root as another popular restorative model.2 This Article addresses the role of NABs as a
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highly localized restorative decision-making model for juvenile and criminal justice reform that seeks to engage victims, offenders, families, other citizens, and community groups as resources in an effective response to crime.3

Sometimes known by such terms as youth panels, reparative boards, or community accountability boards (among others), the concept underlying NABs in the United States can be traced back to New Jersey’s Youth Aide Panels that began operating as early as the 1930s.4 While these early examples of community involvement with troubled youth were not likely informed by a restorative approach, they did seek to provide courts with an alternative that would encourage community support for “at risk” youth. Scotland’s more modern use of “youth panels” provides a current example of a Board model that indeed became viewed as a restorative justice effort in the 1990s.5

The first restorative panels in the United States originated in 1994 in Great Falls, Montana and Boise, Idaho, followed shortly thereafter by panels in the counties of San Bernardino and Sacramento, California.6 In the early 1990s, Vermont also began laying the groundwork for what was likely the first statewide use of panels for adult offenders—a probation-based model known as “reparative boards” designed to serve as an alternative to jail or short-term prison sentences.7 Vermont’s juvenile justice authority instituted a youth-focused “reparative panel” program for juvenile offenders in 2000.

Today, NABs are viewed by many practitioners as one of four structurally different restorative decision-making models. While there

are many “within-model” variations and multiple names for most restorative conferencing practices, the four prominent distinctive models are: VOM, FGC, Circles, and NABs. Each model has gained recognition as a decision-making alternative to the more traditional, primarily punitive criminal justice system employed in the United States and abroad.

Despite some disagreement concerning the degree to which NABs constitute a “true” restorative practice, they have arguably found a place along the continuum of non-adversarial restorative decision-making practices. Specifically, NABs fill a space that relies heavily on community volunteers and is both less formal than court processes and less intense than either FGCs or Circles. It can also be said that the relative “restorativeness” of NABs (as in other practices) cannot necessarily be assumed because of title alone, and is thus best assessed by examining specific practices in individual programs.

Notwithstanding the growth and continuing presence of NABs in more than a dozen states and numerous municipalities, studies of these programs are more limited in number than research on FGCs and VOM, though a number of recent rigorous studies indicate NABs have a positive impact.

The most valid criticism of NABs has been their limited success in engaging and placing priority on crime victims’ participation.

8. Bazemore & Umbreit, supra note 3 (discussing and comparing the four models).
9. Id. at 1.
10. See Paul McCold, Paradigm Muddle: A Response to the Responses, CONTEMP. JUST. REV., Mar. 2004, at 143, 143 (arguing that restorative justice should be distinguished from community justice, instead of being characterized as “restorative community justice”).
13. See generally EDUMUND MCGARRELL, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE & DELIQUENCY PREVENTION, RESTORATIVE JUSTICE CONFERENCES AS AN EARLY RESPONSE TO YOUNG OFFENDERS (2001). While this study refers to the model assessed as FGC, in point of fact, the practice actually more resembles a NAB more than an FGC. For this reason, we have included it as a reference for NAB evaluation. See generally David R. Karp, Gordon Bazemore & J.D. Chesire, The Role and Attitudes of Restorative Board Members: A Case Study of Volunteers in Community Justice, 50 CRIME & DELinq. 487 (2004) (reporting findings from a survey of volunteers serving on Vermont Reparative Probation Boards); Rodriguez, supra note 12, at 117; James Bonta et al., Exploring the Black Box of Community Supervision, 47 J. OFFENDER REHABILITATION 248, 251–52 (2008).
Though not limited to NABs, this problem is partially related to the structure of these programs, their inability or disinterest in engaging victims, and possibly to a lack of victim interest in participation because of most NAB cases’ relative lack of seriousness. This state of affairs is not necessarily characteristic of all NABs, however, and some practitioners have demonstrated that NABs are capable of improving victim involvement when leaders and supporters prioritize and find resources (such as assigning staff) for this purpose. Indeed, some NABs or related models boast relatively high rates of victim participation and may, by responding to issues of local crime and deviance, be helping to set normative standards of community behavior.

In this Article, we argue that the strength of the NAB model may lie not in its adherence to strict standards of a “pure” restorative process, but rather in its ability to serve other equally important community-building and social justice goals by fostering and building stronger local relationships. In this regard, one avenue for consideration in the still-evolving role of NABs can be seen in what might be termed “micro-communities.” For example, faith communities and neighborhood associations may indeed build on what have been referred to as “parochial controls” in order to manage conflict and promote collective efficacy. These controls operate as a mid-level intervention between formal governmental controls and “private controls” exercised by family members.

In this Article, we first review the literature on NABs and explore their various applications in the United States and abroad. We then examine the strengths and weaknesses of the model and consider the potential capacity of NABs to facilitate community building and promote normative standards of conflict resolution and social
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support. NABs should not be seen as replacing or dominating other restorative models that may offer a more intentional focus on victim-offender needs or more assertive attention on underlying causes of behavior, however. Instead, we suggest that NABs, because of their neighborhood base, may be more capable of achieving capacity-building objectives than other restorative practices. Indeed, from another perspective, NABs may benefit from a community base that more easily responds to victim and offender needs within a localized neighborhood context. By contrast, other models are often centrally located within either court or justice centers that are less sensitive to the context in which crimes may occur.

Finally, we discuss important theoretical variations in models of changes associated with the type of support offered to offenders, victims, families, and communities. Specifically, we argue that the difference between the social support component of NABs and other restorative practices is the NABs’ primary reliance on what sociologists have referred to as “strong vs. weak ties.”
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cases—both independently and in support of partnerships with criminal justice agencies.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Most important in the consideration of restorative justice models is a general commitment to basic values about the response to crime. In addition to challenging dominant retributive justice strategies, these models also embrace a different, more robust form of accountability that lays the groundwork for a different model of criminal justice. Restorative models call for and incentivize a new design that begins with engaging communities in localized justice processes grounded in both parochial and private controls. By enabling offenders to make community reparation in conjunction with compassionate and localized social support, these approaches challenge the retributive punishment and traditional treatment models that typically operate in isolation from community input.

Principles of Restorative Justice

Restorative Justice practices are grounded in three core principles: (1) justice requires that responses to crime repair harm to persons hurt or injured by the criminal act; (2) all stakeholders should be included in the response to crime as early and often as possible; and (3) partnerships between government and community are central to a comprehensive justice response that seeks to expand the role of community involvement. As an overarching philosophy of addressing victim and community needs in the aftermath of conflict and harm, restorative justice is more than a program model. Rather, restorative practices share a common distinguishing characteristic: offender(s), victim(s) or a victim representative, a facilitator, and
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other family and community members sit face-to-face in an informal meeting (a non-adversarial process) to consider a crime’s impact or harm done to both victims and the community. To repair this harm, participants then develop a plan that meets the needs of those most affected by the crime. The dialogue process is not intended to establish guilt or innocence, assign blame, or impose punishment, and the participants do not rely on formal legal procedures or attorneys to reach decisions. What makes the specific encounter and the process itself “restorative” is “the extent to which the process adheres to a set of core principles and a focus on the overall goal of repairing the harm crime causes.”

Bazemore and Schiff distinguish four broad programmatic variations which, over the last several decades, have seemed the most structurally and procedurally stable. These models include victim-offender mediation/dialogue (“VOM/D”); FGC; Boards; and Circles. Variation between the four approaches differs primarily based upon who attends and participates in the conference, who facilitates the dialogue and how the process is guided, what structure is employed for ongoing management of program operations beyond each individual encounter, and what dominant philosophy guides the process.

The United States Board Experience

As of 2001, there were approximately 230 individual youth NABs in the United States. In recent years, states with active NABs include Arizona, California, Kansas, Florida, Missouri, Oregon, Texas, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Vermont. The most
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well-known example of NABs in the United States were established in Vermont after citizens expressed the belief that they could handle non-violent offenders in the community better than the criminal justice system.  

Vermont’s reparative boards, like most NABs, are generally composed of small groups of trained citizen volunteers who conduct public, face-to-face meetings with adult offenders convicted of minor nonviolent offenses and who have been court-ordered to participate in the process. As of 2003, sixty-seven reparative boards with approximately four hundred volunteers had handled 7742 cases in Vermont. In this process, volunteers: (1) meet with offenders to develop sanctioning agreements; (2) monitor offenders; and (3) submit periodic compliance reports to the court. Most adult non-violent felons and misdemeanants sentenced by NABs are required to make restitution to victims, perform complete community service, or both. Finally, while members have relatively wide discretion in the deliberation process, they are encouraged to follow certain general guidelines:

“(1) Victims (if present) [have the opportunity to] describe the impact of the offenders’ behavior;

(2) Offenders [agree to] make amends to victims[, other] affected parties[, and their communities;

(3)] Offenders demonstrate healthy behaviors and learn ways to avoid reoffending;

[(4)] The community [assists with the] reintegration [process].”
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As early as 1997, and only two years following the program’s inception, data indicated that 82 percent of participating Vermont offenders completed their community sentences without further court-involvement.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, the program resulted in a 3 percent decrease in recidivism compared to those offenders who received traditional probation.\textsuperscript{40} The Vermont Department of Corrections (“VDOC”) also implemented a program for juvenile offenders in 1999.\textsuperscript{41} Despite initial concerns about punitive intent expressed in some NABs, an independent survey of NABs members indicated overwhelming support for reintegration and rehabilitation rather than punishment.\textsuperscript{42}

Several states followed, or simultaneously implemented variations on, the Vermont model. For instance, the Maricopa County Arizona Juvenile Probation Department created Community Justice Committees in 1995 to deal with their increasing juvenile crime rate.\textsuperscript{43} Similarly, in Oregon, Community Justice Centers and Merchant Accountability Boards addressed youthful theft and shoplifting.\textsuperscript{44} California has also successfully operated NAB programs for non-violent, generally first-time juvenile offenders in San Bernardino, Santa Clara, San Jose, and Sacramento counties since the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{45} In the Midwest, Missouri has also experimented with neighborhood boards and other forms of conferencing.\textsuperscript{46} In 2000, Salt Lake City implemented its “Passages” program which, though not an official NAB, has all the elements of a restorative board process.\textsuperscript{47} In 2003, the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice (FDJJ) funded and implemented thirty-three NABs
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For first-time juvenile offenders in thirteen counties throughout the state; in 2005 the FDJJ reported sponsoring seventeen NABs in fifteen judicial circuits in a variety of government, not-for-profit, school, and faith-based agencies (though only a few of these currently remain active, largely due to cuts in the FDDJ budget). Finally, one of the largest and most long-standing programs, originally known as the “Community Panels for Youth,” has served much of the Chicago area for over a decade, based on a model program begun with law students in a clinic at Northwestern University.

**U.S. School Accountability Boards**

Restorative practices are becoming progressively more common in a variety of criminal and non-criminal justice settings. For example, School Accountability Boards (“SABs”) are an increasingly common restorative response to school disciplinary issues. Schools around the United States, as well as internationally, have been experimenting with restorative practices to deal with disciplinary problems in school rather than suspending and expelling “problem” children who later end up under juvenile justice jurisdiction. SABs are becoming a popular school-based restorative model wherein peer groups of students, faculty, staff, and sometimes external community members, consider and respond to a youth’s challenges in an inclusive and relationship-driven community. School-based restorative practices have been implemented in Florida, Illinois,
Colorado, California, Pennsylvania, New Mexico, Arizona, Michigan, and Minnesota, with SABs standing as the model of choice in several of these states. Although there has been relatively little rigorous impact evaluation, formative research suggests generally positive results from restorative practices in schools.

At the post-secondary level, Skidmore College in New York incorporated restorative justice measures into its internal integrity boards, which are comprised of “four students, one staff member, and one or two faculty members.” In this model, a group of board members who receive extensive training in restorative practices represent a cross-section of the local university population who hold students accountable for honor code violations and other minor offenses.

The International Landscape of Boards

Outside of the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom have the most experience with the board model. Unlike the United States, both Canada and the United Kingdom have created national oversight structures designed to address juvenile crime and which are charged with implementing and managing restorative initiatives in multiple jurisdictions. Canada’s passage of the Youth Criminal Justice Act (“YCJA”) in 2003 led to the establishment of Youth Justice Committees that use citizen volunteers trained in restorative practices to help manage minor cases. In the United Kingdom,
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Neighborhood Accountability Boards

boards have been implemented as Youth Offender Panels to deal with juvenile offenders accused of both minor and more serious offenses. In Canada, approximately sixty to seventy community accountability programs (convened by either the police or the Crown) are available as an alternative to court decisionmaking or sentencing for relatively minor offenses. Youth Justice Committees made up of citizen advisors to the Youth Court generally host community accountability programs and other restorative practices such as FGCs, VOMs, or Circles in all provinces except British Columbia. The breadth, scope and “restorativeness” of these programs varies widely from province to province, however.

Unlike the Youth Justice Committees in Canada, the Youth Offender Panels in England and Wales deal with more than just minor crimes. Overseen by the Youth Justice Board established in 1998, these panels are available throughout the United Kingdom in both “quaint and not-so-quaint settings” and are the primary sentencing mechanism for youth aged ten to seventeen. Under this system, local Youth Offending Teams (“YOTs”) are overseen by local Youth Offending Services, and are comprised of representatives from the police, probation, social services, health, education, drugs and alcohol misuse, and housing officers who coordinate cases for each young offender. After receiving a Referral Order from the court, the youth is brought before a Panel consisting of at least two community members, including a chair who leads the discussion and

57. Hillian, Reitsma-Street & Hackler, supra note 55, at 348–49.
58. Id. at 349.
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a representative from the YOT. Unfortunately, victims are very rarely present.

Research on Boards

There is limited research available on the impact of neighborhood boards. The most comprehensive research to date has been conducted on Vermont’s Reparative Boards, Maricopa County, Arizona’s Boards and the Youth Offender Panels. These studies found a mix of generally positive outcomes regarding volunteer and victim involvement, offender sanctions, and community engagement, albeit with some concerns about the strength of certain restorative justice components in some programs, such as volunteer “representativeness” and community engagement.

Very early research from California suggested that the combination of mobilizing an effective, localized volunteer base and decreasing recidivism rates encouraged expanded development of NAB programs, and some estimates reported savings to the State, in two counties alone, of up to $12 million. Rodriguez suggests that recidivism in Maricopa County, Arizona, may be lower among youths processed through NABs than among comparable youths in “other diversion programs” in the twenty-four months following successful completion of the NAB diversion program. Moreover, completion of reparative agreements, restitution, and community service was also higher among NAB-processed youth.

While there has been no comprehensive evaluation of the Florida NABs, anecdotal evidence from one county suggests a 96.8 percent success rate for NAB youth compared with 13 percent for

---
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traditionally-processed youth, due in part to a recidivism rate as low as 3.2 percent (vs. 87 percent for non-NAB youth) and a cost savings of $1,470 per NAB-processed youth. Although not technically a NAB, Indianapolis’s juvenile program operates similarly; based on a long-term random assignment study, it continues to demonstrate success when compared with other diversion programs.

Some research on the United Kingdom’s Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) reports significant challenges, including insufficient funding, inefficient service delivery, ineffective recruitment and retention of staff, growing caseloads, and a low satisfaction rate (48 percent) among juvenile clients. Canadian accountability programs have been similarly criticized due to their location in government organizations, which effectively limits community engagement and authoritative policymaking in areas such as appropriate case severity.

**WEAKNESSES OF THE NAB MODEL**

While the limited empirical evidence available suggests that NABs are a viable and useful intervention model, conceptual and practical challenges arise from limited victim participation; community exclusivity; and (at times) narrow, routinized, and unimaginative informal sentencing approaches. Moreover, inconsistent and inadequate volunteer training, as well as insufficient volunteer recruitment and retention, have been cited as challenges to the restorative impact of NABs. In the following paragraphs, we consider both the surface and subtle implications of each of these concerns.

---
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Victim Participation

The most prevalent criticism about NABs as a restorative practice is perhaps the inconsistent inclusion of victims in the decision-making process. Variations exist in the argument goes, as both central and essential to true restorative practice, so their exclusion, whether intentional or circumstantial, limits the degree to which the process can truly be considered restorative. Without active victim participation, the practice may become yet another punitive, deterrent, rehabilitative, or reintegration offender-focused intervention designed exclusively for and about offenders and their needs.

Karp and Drakulich found that as many as 90 percent of victims failed to participate in the reparative board process. Some were inadequately contacted by the VDOC and some were not interested in participating. However, among those who did participate, the vast majority were satisfied with the process and the outcome of the case. Crawford contends that victim inclusion is hampered by two factors: the manner in which concern for youthful offenders dominates the process and, likewise, the fact that “[p]resenting victims with real choices over attendance, input, and participation requires adaptations of cultural assumptions and working practices” that are not designed with victims in mind.

The challenges presented by incorporating the needs, interests, and participation of victims is exacerbated by cultural and systemic expectations that do not include victims as key stakeholders in any justice process, either in the United States or abroad. An examination

77. Bazemore & Griffiths, supra note 2, at 34; Crawford, supra note 56, at 695–96; Kathleen Daly, Justice in Many Rooms, 3 CRIM. PUB. POL’Y 651, 652 (2004); David Karp & Kevin Drakulich, Minor Crime in a Quaint Setting: Practices, Outcomes, and Limits of Vermont Reparative Probation Boards, 3 CRIM. PUB. POL’Y 655 (2004); BAZEMORE & SCHIFF, supra note 11, at 206–09; Rodriguez, supra note 12, at 103; CRAWFORD & NEWBURN, supra note 61, at 213.
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of Youth Offender Panels in the United Kingdom revealed that roughly 30 percent of identifiable victims were never notified about panel meetings.\textsuperscript{84} A significant number of victims who were notified felt that their involvement and participation in the panel meeting was limited, and 70 percent of victims who left the meeting early reported not receiving any information about the content of the eventual contract.\textsuperscript{85}

The NAB model has among the lowest victim participation rates of all restorative approaches. Victims’ advocates suggest that this is a fundamental flaw among all restorative practices and that as long as victims remain a peripheral part of an offender-oriented, adversarial, and retributive justice system, they will never be fully and adequately recognized as critical participants in the justice process.\textsuperscript{86}

\begin{quote}
\textit{Exclusivity: Identifying, Defining and Understanding the Role of the “Community”}
\end{quote}

A variety of conceptual issues surround both intentions and experiences of NAB community involvement, and both the boundaries and definition of “community” are ambiguous. Braithwaite and Mugford and others contend that the appropriate definition of community in restorative processes is the “community of care,” or those persons who define themselves as having been directly or indirectly affected by the event.\textsuperscript{87} With NABs, however, community is also a geographical consideration—that is, members of the local neighborhood tend to be the designated community representatives. Nonetheless, there is no apparent reason why NABs could not incorporate both the community of care and the broader community of place. Indeed, there are examples of neighborhood programs offering a wide range of conferencing options incorporating a broad approach to community representation as well as establishing a strong neighborhood-centered volunteer base. As suggested earlier,

\begin{footnotes}
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such programs build on parochial controls while also tapping into and supporting the private controls of families.

Crawford claims that community involvement is crucial to empowering offender behavioral change, and that localized practices which are fostered, administered and “owned” by volunteers enable a more dynamic and inclusive dialogue in response to youth crime.\(^{88}\) Others contend that “community” representation on NABs is exclusive and non-representative, and therefore neither “includes” nor involves the young offenders being sanctioned. Some United Kingdom Youth Panels seem to have done well at reflecting community membership,\(^ {89}\) while others have been less successful at engaging a representative cross-section of community members.\(^ {90}\) In relatively ethnically homogenous Vermont, NABs seem to have recruited a large and fairly representative group of community members, as have NABs in a predominantly African-American neighborhood in Albany, New York.\(^ {91}\)

These disparate examples indicate the robustness of NABs, but also beg the question of why some are able to become centers of community support and collective efficacy while others are not. While Vermont’s demographics may lend itself to successful board practice because of its rural, homogenous, and relatively crime-free milieu, Boyes-Watson speculates as to whether this model is transferrable to urban, heterogeneous, high-crime communities that suffer from high rates of poverty, low education, large families, high unemployment, poor schools, densely populated public housing projects, active street gangs, open-air drug markets, prostitution, deteriorated housing stock, and limited capital investment.\(^ {92}\) While such considerations have not been empirically examined, increasing numbers of culturally and economically diverse states such as Arizona, California, and Oregon continue to implement variations on the reparative board model.\(^ {93}\)

\(^{88}\) Crawford, supra note 56, at 695.
\(^{89}\) Id. at 697–98.
\(^{90}\) Crawford & Newburn, supra note 61, at 77–79.
\(^{91}\) Karp & Drakulich, supra note 77, at 697; Karp, Bazemore & Chesire, supra note 13.
\(^{93}\) See, e.g., Karp, Bazemore & Chesire, supra note 13, at 502–03 (indicating that the
A potential challenge to community representativeness on NABs is that only those community members with time, willingness, and interest will choose to serve. That typically leaves retirees, non-working adults without young children, and other self-selected groups. The degree to which such limited representation affects outcomes is unclear. Karp, Bazemore, and Chesire found that, unlike the offenders they held accountable, Vermont representatives tended to be older and white, with both very “stable residence histories” and surprisingly strong educational backgrounds. Offenders, on the other hand, tended to be younger, poorly educated, often minority men. Moreover, civic-minded volunteer programs like NABs tend to attract representatives who may share agendas, values, and perspectives, which—as Karp and Walther contend—may or may not be consistent with those of their intended recipients. Karp and Walther contend that such volunteers may not truly represent the offenders and their respective communities, thereby limiting the degree to which offenders feel empowered by the process. Moreover, as a central goal of community justice is to reintegrate offenders back into their communities, critics question whether older, middle-class adults are truly capable of understanding what it takes to successfully reintegrate a poor youthful offender of color into a community about which they know little. In order to make restoration meaningful, defining “community” and ensuring that representative volunteers are included in decisionmaking is crucial to successful offender reparation and reintegration.

Understanding community roles requires consideration of the degree to which such self-selected and potentially non-representative community members may detract from offenders’ civil and constitutional rights to a fair trial, a jury of their peers, and equal
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treatment under the law. Moreover, the degree to which offenders feel coerced into either participating or agreeing to conditions set by the NAB remains ambiguous. While offender rights may only be modestly protected in traditional court processes, there are at least minimal provisions for their preservation, as well as recourse for abuses that do not exist in voluntary NAB boards. When compared with traditional judicial processes, Karp and Drakulich suggest that the voluntary nature of NAB community membership and the inability of pro se juvenile offenders to contest the inclusion of particular NAB members (as they otherwise could during jury voir dire) may result in less representative participants than are present on traditional juries.

Though evidence from empirical studies of other restorative processes suggests participants perceive high levels of procedural fairness, a distinct lack of empirical data about NABs makes it difficult to decipher the degree to which young offenders truly feel that their rights have been protected or denied by the NAB process (or the court, for that matter).

Punitive, Authoritarian or Limited Sanctioning Options

In addition to the general pattern of low victim participation, another early critical response to NABs was the court-like, and allegedly punitive, atmosphere in some communities (e.g., in some Vermont neighborhoods). While later research on NAB member attitudes indicated far stronger advocacy for restorative and reintegrative approaches (and an almost complete absence of support for punitiveness), a more court-like structure has clearly survived in some NABs.

Due to limited or inadequate training, NAB members become prey to the routinization of cases and agreements, leaving little room for creativity and diluting the very flexibility that characterizes the restorative process and is essential to repairing harm, making
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restitution, and reintegrating victims and offenders. In the United Kingdom, inconsistencies in the quality of facilitators and volunteers in restorative justice practices have generated a call for the creation of an accreditation process to address the training needs of volunteers.  

Finally, there is the potential that youth and adults sanctioned through NABs who fail to meet their obligations may be subject to increased, harsher, or longer sanctions upon being called to account for such failure. As is common among traditionally-sentenced offenders who violate conditions of probation, failing to satisfy conditions set by the NAB may result in additional sanctions imposed, or possibly even jail time as an expression of the court’s dissatisfaction with the offender’s efforts. While this may not differ from traditional processes, it seems important that a restorative process not fall prey to the same punitive recourse inflicted by the court.

Community Volunteer Engagement and Training

A particularly powerful aspect of NABs is their reliance on volunteer panel members who are seen by both victims and offenders as people who care and are genuinely invested in the process, as opposed to people who, like their judicial counterparts are compensated for their participation in the process.  

Identifying and recruiting a diverse and qualified pool of volunteers and then providing them with adequate training and support remains challenging for NABs in light of the considerable inconsistency among NAB volunteers’ training, backgrounds, and experiences. NABs require a specialized pool of volunteers who are expected to perform a difficult task requiring both a basic understanding of the criminal justice system and an intimate knowledge of services and needs within the community. In addition, Boards may “require a significant and ongoing time commitment.”
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These requirements may deter ordinary citizens from volunteering and attract only activists and the fortunate few with spare time for extensive volunteer activity. For example, when the Salt Lake reparative board program was created, there was such a poor volunteer response that the initial board members were chosen largely through personal contacts of the prosecutor. Susan Olson and Albert Dzur have pointed out that in recent years an additional problem has surfaced in the Vermont reparative board program. Citizen board members have begun to manifest signs of professionalization by holding annual conferences, setting up e-mail networks, and requesting recognition as paid officers. Rather than providing a mechanism for popular participation in the criminal justice process, there is a danger that ... reparative board programs will result in transferring sanctioning power to unrepresentative, unelected individuals, effectively creating “mini-judges” who have no specialized training or educational background for the job.106

STRENGTHS OF THE NAB MODEL

Despite their drawbacks, NABs also include a variety of benefits often missed by restorative justice “purists.”107 Advocates suggest that NABs may accomplish a variety of other objectives not addressed by other restorative models: increased accountability for offenders who might otherwise receive neither services nor sanctions, cost savings (compared to traditional court processing), potentially better case management than that offered by overwhelmed and overburdened probation officers, and offender reintegration through community involvement and perhaps some form of civic engagement.108 We focus here on several positive aspects of NABs often overlooked by restorative justice theorists, including the benefit of a localized response to crime and harm; the capacity of NABs to engage a large and dedicated cadre of volunteers who may ultimately
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raise local collective efficacy at problem solving and government mobilization; and the possibility that “less is more” when considering the appropriate amount of intervention to respond to relatively minor crimes and offenders.

Community Collective Efficacy

The neighborhood location of NABs places victim and offender within the community, thus contextualizing the impact of crime. This localized and relatively immediate response to crime may serve to build a local capacity for general problem-solving, as well as an increased guardianship and mentoring of neighborhood youth. Restorative programs located within the court or other judicial entities, on the other hand, may struggle to engage key stakeholders and effectively address victim, offender, and supporter concerns (as well as the harm itself) without this important neighborhood locus. Alternatively, the local NAB may have greater success at engaging the community and empowering citizens to understand, manage, and redefine the nature of their crime and justice problems, as well as the role of the government systems dedicated to serving them. Moreover, the best NABs have access to a standing cadre of volunteers who bring a range of perspectives and resources to address the harm or conflict, and can take some action even when victim or offender do not appear at the conference.109

Healthy neighborhoods that successfully self-govern often have well-developed and varied mechanisms for neighborhood decision-making and action, long traditions of political activism and local organizing, and have attracted support for several community-building initiatives funded by government and private foundations.110 On the contrary, neighborhoods affected by high crime and incarceration rates are likely to be disparate, transient, and disconnected residential urban enclaves in which residents do not feel any natural sense of connectedness.111 Of course, NABs are not
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immune to the milieu of the neighborhoods in which they reside and will reflect this same organizational capacity. Despite this, NABs can hopefully provide an opportunity to engage residents in the justice decisionmaking of which they are typically simply passive recipients.

One of the most important principles of restorative justice is to redefine the roles and relationships between communities and their governments—that is, to shift the role of government from that of authoritative decisionmakers to facilitative problem solvers.\textsuperscript{112} In a restorative structure, government no longer “tells” communities what they need and what will be provided for them, but rather responds to the requests of communities who have defined their own needs and then requested the support of government professionals to accomplish those objectives. Communities then marshal their own resources, particularly those not available to or through government pathways, to accomplish goals that meet both government and community needs. NABs provide a convenient and viable mechanism for fulfilling this principle.

The presence of a NAB demonstrates community commitment and organization in support of the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{113} Through NAB participation, community members ultimately may learn new skills and enjoy increased confidence in their capacity to solve local problems, and not simply just those limited to criminal and juvenile justice issues.\textsuperscript{114} Thus, NABs may have an important role to play in building community collective efficacy and in shifting the relationship between government professionals and community members. Moreover, NAB members may develop relationships with local employers as a way of helping offenders reintegrate and prevent future offenses,\textsuperscript{115} thus enhancing community capacity for civic engagement and youth development.\textsuperscript{116}
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Collective efficacy may also include developing and maintaining civic engagement projects for NAB-served youth. Bazemore contends that if community service sentences are completed in a neighborhood setting where both victim and offender reside, meaningful sanctions can not only contribute to neighborhood well-being, but also engage youthful offenders who are monitored by involved neighbors.117 For example, in Deschutes County, Oregon, youthful offenders sentenced to community service built houses in partnership with Habitat for Humanity.118 As a result, those offenders made lasting, positive contributions to improving the lives of fellow community members while simultaneously erecting permanent monuments that will serve as visible reminders of both community reparation and the benefits of sweat equity. These sorts of community service projects, when designed and carried out by NABs, can promote collective efficacy not only by increasing both adult problem-solving and normative standard setting, but also by encouraging youth development and productive civic engagement.

*Modernity, Weak and Strong Ties, and Restorative Process: When “Less is More”*

The presumptive answer to the important “why-it-works” question in much of the restorative justice literature is “the reintegrative shaming process” and an increase in offender empathy and remorse. While important, these explanations that are grounded in the emotional affective impact of strong family interaction and influence may bypass or de-emphasize the role of more instrumental connections that could otherwise create new opportunities for reintegration and healing for both victims and offenders.

On the other hand, some theorists and researchers speculate that restorative justice processes achieve their sustained effects on reoffending due in part to their ability to facilitate prosocial connections and create relationships of “social support.” These, in

---

turn, make important differences for offenders throughout their life.\textsuperscript{119} Some of these relationships are indeed based on strong emotional ties, but empirical studies find that resilient young people who, despite exposure to high risk environments, stay clear of involvement in crime or other deviant behavior (e.g., drug abuse) may have done so through instrumental, rather than affective, relationships.\textsuperscript{120}

In the view of some restorative advocates, NABs may seem inferior because they appear not to evoke the strong expressions of emotion commonly experienced with other restorative models. However, the social support component of NABs may be different in its relative reliance on what sociologists have referred to as the \textit{weak ties}\textsuperscript{121} established by community volunteers with victims, offenders, and their respective supporters. “Strong ties,” on the other hand, are those associated with extended families and traditional communities that rely heavily on emotive social control and support. For example, early immigrants to the United States naturally found support and comfort in extended families bound together by strong familial and cultural ties.\textsuperscript{122}

“Weak ties,” however, such as those potentially produced by NABs, are primarily those needed to find a job, gain access to higher education, get support from a mentor, and achieve other necessary goals. For the most part, restorative conferencing approaches such as family group conferencing and victim-offender mediation in particular, essentially rely on the impact and input of immediate and possibly extended family in their attempt to engage the \textit{strong ties} of the family group. Conferences for young and adult offenders that include parents, grandparents, aunts, or other relatives tend to draw upon the strong ties designed to evoke emotional reactions from offenders and victims who realize that they are both supported (and,
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in the case of offending youth, held accountable) by family and extended family.\textsuperscript{123}

We suggest that NAB practitioners have a choice that varies at the extremes from a practice that essentially operates as a weak “court” with little stakeholder input or authority and where citizens act as “juries” in very minor cases, to a viable community-based program capable of bringing citizens together for prevention and intervention at the neighborhood level. NAB practice may be (appropriately) less intensive in response to some minor crimes and harms. Yet, it is possible that NABs appeal to different theories of change, and specifically to the \textit{instrumental}, rather than \textit{affective}, emotional ties that can result in basic, utilitarian skills and community engagement. Indeed, both kinds of ties are important for different reasons, and each can be linked directly to distinctive theories of change.

In contrast to the strong ties of Durkheim’s gemeinschaft societies, which rarely reached beyond extended family,\textsuperscript{124} weak ties such as those that engage the input and assistance of neighbors, or even strangers, may mobilize both support for victim and offender as well as disapproval of behavior that harms individuals and communities. While restorative conferences may feature some mixture of both strong and weak tie focus, the more frequently discussed family group conferencing model appears to build on the “strong ties” of the traditional extended family. NABs, on the other hand, may meet different needs and even address different harms than other restorative practices; intentionally capitalizing on the “weaker” instrumental ties that bond larger groups of community members together without the strong emotional or “affective” component of families.

Moreover, as NAB members may include neighbors and possibly family members, an offender’s propensity to commit new crimes against their immediate and intimate community of care may


substantially decrease. Bazemore and Schiff’s qualitative research suggested increased connections between adults and youth participating in NABs because, as some adult NAB volunteers reported:

- “We aren’t getting paid to do this.”
- “We can exercise the authority that parents have lost.”
- “We live in their community.”
- “We give them input into the contract.”
- “We catch them off guard.”
- “We have been there, we can relate.”
- “They hear about the harm from real human beings—us and the victims.”
- “We follow-up.”

Finally, members may also take on a variety of tasks that expand their social justice roles in developing the community’s capacity to both prevent and intervene in events of crime and disorder. Such ties more commonly strengthen instrumental, rather than simply emotional, connections with neighbors, teachers, employers, and community leaders, as well as families.

CONCLUSION

In this Article, we have considered a restorative justice process model—neighborhood accountability boards—that has become quite popular while also occasionally finding itself maligned by advocates of other restorative models. Three of the four major restorative
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process models, including NABS, have been shown in numerous impact evaluations to be effective in delivering crime victim satisfaction, reducing recidivism, and other desirable outcomes.\textsuperscript{129}

While all models have strengths and weaknesses, NABs potentially offer a neighborhood-based approach that can incorporate restorative processes as well as enhance social capital for the purpose of building collective efficacy. In practice, NAB models may appear similar to other models and may even choose to incorporate elements of other conferencing dialogue processes such as peacemaking circles or family group conferencing in specific situations. We argue here that NABs’ \textit{theoretical} strength is in their appeal to the value of \textit{weak ties} that may provide essential instrumental support and guidance to offenders and victims. Their \textit{practical} strength is their capacity to build collective efficacy at the neighborhood level through encouraging and engaging community members to become involved in local youth and justice issues.\textsuperscript{130}

Restorative programs in general provide important opportunities for neighborhoods and their occupants to come together to improve safety and support for their families. \textit{Parochial controls} (such as those imposed by neighborhoods, schools, and faith-based institutions) that are enhanced by \textit{private} controls (such as those offered through strong family ties) may ultimately minimize the need for strong \textit{public controls} by police or the courts.\textsuperscript{131} Restorative processes and outcomes that build individual and collective skills may contribute to the “bonding social capital” needed to enable the collective to affirm and enforce its norms and values. This may then transform into “bridging social capital”\textsuperscript{132} that can be used to leverage government resources to support community members, as well as provide a link between families, their neighborhood institutions, and
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public controls and supports.\textsuperscript{133} This may, as in the current example, at least indirectly address social justice issues that can ultimately improve the conditions and efficacy of localized neighborhood institutions.\textsuperscript{134} Ideally, when well-envisioned, managed, and maintained, NABs may offer the possibility of an efficacious, community-building, decisionmaking model that capitalizes on strengths not found either in other restorative models or in any available justice strategy.
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